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Abstract. We formulate a logic that mimics the behavior of conspir-
acy theorists. The system (un)SecureNDsim* is equipped with a
proof-theory and a relational semantics in which negative trust re-
lations are defined formalising the attitude of paranoid agents. The
logic is implemented in a multi-agent simulation aimed at analysing
the effects of conspiracy theorists in networks of agents. In particular,
we analyze consensus reaching scenarios and the ability of paranoid
agents to induce the spread of potentially false information. In or-
der to model real case scenarios, such as social networks, we focus
especially on scale-free networks.

1 INTRODUCTION
Conspiracy theories are a worldwide phenomenon. A study showed
that 1/3 of Americans believed that the U.S government either as-
sisted or tacitly allowed the September 11th attacks [9]. Soon after
the bombings in Bali, a survey by indonesiadetik.com showed
that many believed that the CIA played an active role in the act of ter-
rorism [7]. Before the referendum for the withdrawal of the United
Kingdom from the European Union, 46% of UK voters supporters of
Brexit believed that the vote would be rigged [4].

To account formally for the conspiracy theorists’ attitude, we
characterize them as agents who consider authorities as unreliable
sources of information, thereby rejecting all their contents, including
previously held beliefs compatible with those. By modelling their
behaviour in this way, we account for findings in the literature that
relate the endorsement of conspiracy theories with low trust level to-
wards institutions and powerful people, allegedly being involved in
nefarious plots, see [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10]. Thus, we identify negative
trust, and in particular distrust, as the proper relation to analyze the
behaviour of a conspiracy theorist.

2 (un)SecureNDsim*

We build on the logic SecureNDsim [13], which is modelled specif-
ically for simulation purposes, and its negation complete fragment
[11, 12]. (un)SecureND combines access control operations of
read and write, with a trust function for bridging them through
a consistency check operation on propositional contents; mistrust
allows acceptance of contradictory incoming information through re-
moval of previously held data; distrust preserves agent’s local
consistency through rejection of incoming inconsistent data.

We modify this (family of) logic(s) to accommodate formal rules
for a paranoid agent, mimicking the behaviour of a conspiracy the-
orist. The gist of the conspiracy theorist behaviour is condensed in
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the attitude which rejects any information sent from agents higher in
the order relation, intuitively modelling the authority. The paranoid
agent will not just distrust any such information, but also mistrust any
previously held belief consistent with information incoming from au-
thority. This attitude induces a continuous process of revision of the
agent’s own belief base, followed by an active process of informa-
tion transmission. To analyze the interaction of the paranoid agent
with others, we introduce in the system an additional epistemic be-
haviour: a standard agent, more prone to trust the authority. Indeed,
standard agents mistrust their owned messages when they are not
consistent with information provided by the authority. When receiv-
ing information, a standard agent will reject it if she recognize its
content as a conspiracy, otherwise accept it.

We model these attitudes as a natural deduction system where in-
troduction and elimination rules are presented for connectives and
the agents operation of read, trust, distrust, mistrust
and write. Different operations are initiated according to the epis-
temic characterization of the agents, combined with their position
in the hierarchy, i.e an order based on their reputation. Additionally,
we formulate a relational semantics based on the one provided for
(un)SecureND in [12]. We refer to the information held by agents
as local states, while we refer to global states for the states resulting
from access operations among agents.

Finally, we present soundness and completeness results and meta-
theoretical proprieties concerning consensus-reaching transmission
and polarization of beliefs in information transmission between two
agents.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of (un)SecureNDsim∗ is envisioned in order to
investigate consensus-reaching transmission in the presence of the
paranoid attitude. The intention is to analyze the influence of the
paranoid behaviour on the other agents and to propose approaches
that limit the impact of conspiracy theorists on the system.

As in [13], the formal rules of the logic are implemented in Net-
Logo. Simulations are run over scale-free, total, linear and random
networks. Particular attention is reserved to scale-free and total net-
work. Indeed, the complex topology of scale-free networks models
better real case scenarios, such as social networks, while total net-
works are more representative of the logic, since they share a to-
tal order relation. We consider three configurations of the network,
based on fixed distributions of the epistemic attitudes:

1. balanced: in this type of network, the proportion between para-
noid and standard nodes is set at 50%. This distribution is useful
to analyze clearly the effects of the paranoid behaviour in the con-
text of information transmission;

2. representational: in this type of network, the proportion of para-
noid nodes is set at 12%. This percentage represents people in the



population of the U.S who endorse at least three conspiracy the-
ories, see [9]. This distribution is more suited to model real case
scenario;

3. overly standard: in this type of network we set the percentage of
paranoid agents to the minimum needed to increase the chances to
obtain consensus reaching transmission.

Of the three different setting, we have also considered three fixed
network dimensions of 50,150 and 300 nodes. Differently from the
logic, only atomic formulae p and ¬p are considered: p is arbitrarily
identified with the trustworthy information and ¬p with the conspir-
acy theory. Every information-exchange between the nodes of the
graph starts with seeding an information p or ¬p. Hence, we con-
sider different possible seeding of the information in the network:

• standard random: the information p is given to a random
standard node;

• standard min: the information p is seeded in the standard node
with the most prominent position in the hierarchy.

• standard max: the information p is offered to the standard
node with the lowest reputation.

The same rationale holds for paranoid random,
paranoid min and paranoid max respectively; however,
the fake information ¬p is given to paranoid nodes. We also
implement seeding of contradictory information. This means that
two contradictory information are seeded initially in the network: p
to a standard agent and ¬p to a paranoid one.

Once seeded, the information spreads across the network accord-
ing to the rules of the logic. Different operations are called by the
standard and paranoid’s behavior depending on their position in the
hierarchy. To mimic the indeterminacy of behaviour due to the abil-
ity of detecting conspiracies by standard agents, in the simulation we
fix this proportion at different values 3%, 12% and 50%.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments have been executed on a machine with 7.8 GB
of memory running 64bit Windows 10. The results of the exper-
iments and the code are available at https://github.com/
gprimiero/paranoid. Hereafter, we expose some of the main
results concerning scale-free networks.

4.1 Consensus

By running multiple settings of the different configurations, we found
out that consensus is reached in some runs of the simulation concern-
ing a network with a dimension of 50 nodes and with the proportion
of paranoid nodes set at 3%. This preliminary consideration confirms
that, as expected, the paranoid behaviour is a hurdle for consensus
reaching transmission.

In just one setting consensus is reached in every repetition of the
simulation: if the initial information is seeded in the paranoid node
placed at the top of the hierarchy, consensus is reached in all the
30 runs of the simulation. In this case, the only paranoid node is the
leading authority, therefore no operation of mistrust will impede con-
sensus. This is proven also directly in the logic: when information-
transmission involves a higher ranked paranoid agent and a standard
one, a model validating a formula for both agents can always be con-
strued.

4.2 Diffusion of paranoia

We analyzed the diffusion of ¬p (the information attributed to para-
noids) in relation to the proportion of paranoid agents, the size of the
network and the seeding of initial information. Results can be briefly
summarised as follows:

• As expected, an increasing number of paranoid nodes in a net-
work increases the diffusion of the conspiracy theory. In particu-
lar, it increases at a much faster rate when the size of the network
considered is set at 300 nodes.

• We noticed that larger networks facilitate the diffusion of the
skewed belief. In accordance with results presented in [6], large
networks increase the possibility of growing echo-cambers where
the only information available to standard agents is the skewed
one. Therefore, without other sources of information available,
many agents end up believing in a conspiracy theory. This last con-
sideration supports the claim in [6, 14] that endorsing a conspiracy
theory becomes possible when access to appropriate information
is prevented.

• We found no strong correlation between the diffusion of ¬p and
the position in the hierarchy of the seeding node. This was ex-
pected to be a parameter that would predict the diffusion of the
false information, in particular in anomalous runs of the simula-
tion where the number of agents endorsing ¬p was particularly
high. Nevertheless, such skewed runs were found to be correlated
with a high betweenness-centrality of the nodes holding ¬p. This
last parameter indicates that many nodes spreading the conspiracy
theory control the flow of the information of a considerable part
of the network, independently from their position in the hierar-
chy. Thus, they increase the probability of growing echo-chambers
where the only information available is the deviated one.

• In the simulations where the initial information is seeded in a para-
noid node, a high number of conspiracy theorists indeed reduces
the diffusion of ¬p. This could be a possible benefit of the para-
noid behavior, that should be limited to the cases where distrust
towards the authority is actually justified, e.g. for individuals liv-
ing in dictatorial regimes with no free press, [14].

5 CONCLUSION

Our experimental results confirm that echo-chambers facilitate the
diffusion of conspiracy theories. This is in accordance with the anal-
ysis conducted by [6]. Therefore, a way to limit the diffusion of con-
spiracy theories may lie in the exposure to diverse news and opinions.
This is something achievable considering the means of information
we possess. However, as it has been showed by [2], the exposure to
ideologically crosscutting viewpoints on Facebook is much more in-
fluenced by individuals’ choices than algorithmic ranking, suspected
by many as being the cause of users’ homophily. Therefore, the so-
lution to the problem may lie in a more incisive action regarding the
education of the users toward a correct use of information.
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